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of dealing with a deeply entrenched landed aristocracy. American democratic republi-
cans like Jefferson rather favored local self-sufficiency and feared centralized homoge-
neous governments. In contrast, modernization by centralized government or by
business aided by government was favored by anti-democratic Federalists like Hamil-
ton.26 The American party system was thus first formulated around the varying
responses to the democratic revolution as it manifested itself in France, in the
European wars of the French Revolution, and in radical Whig thought in eighteenth-
century England. What was remarkable was that in large part both of the major
American political parties that emerged by the mid-nineteenth century were agreeing
that widespread public education was not only desirable but necessary to the well-
being of the new Republic.
In his landmark study Bernard Bailyn has identified five major sources of the
origins of revolutionary thought among the American colonists.27 One was the
classical literature of politics made familiar by the prevailing humanist education in
Latin grammar schools and colleges. Allusions to Aristotle, Plato, and other Greeks
were common, but special emphasis went to Republican Rome, to Cicero, Sallust, and
Tacitus. A second source was the literature of Enlightenment rationalism and reform,
ranging from Montesquieu and Locke, to Voltaire and Rousseau, Grotius and Puf-
endorf. A third and fourth stream consisted of the English tradition of common law
with its emphasis upon equity, justice, and rights, and the American Puritan covenant
theology that envisioned a special destiny for America in God's contract with man.
The fifth source, and in Bailyn's view the most important, was the radical
ideology that stemmed from the seventeenth-century English Revolution and Civil
War. Embracing such men as John Milton, James Harrington, Henry Neville, and
Algernon Sidney, this tradition was carried on in early eighteenth-century England by
opposition politicians independents in Parliament, and coffee-house radicals. Their
writings directly shaped the ideas of Americans as early as the beginning of the
eighteenth century, increasingly from 1730 on, and above all from 1760 to the
Declaration of Independence.
Bailyn makes special point of his belief that the reforms which the American
revolutionaries sought most vigorously were political reforms, not the reconstruction
of the social order as a whole. Much social reform had already been achieved, in 150
years of history, in the direction of greater social equality and the absence of a
privileged and hereditary aristocracy. What was oppressive was the power of Parlia-
ment and of royal officials to compel obedience of colonists from afar. Americans
were thus especially concerned to do away with the repressive compulsion and the
unwarranted power of standing armies and repressive officials. They came to agree that
a check on such tyranny and the achievement of a self-sustaining liberty were the main
goals of their revolution.
In the course of working out how this could be accomplished, the English idea
that the major constituted orders-crown, nobility, commons-should each have its
26 See Palmer, op. cit., vol. 2, chaps. 1 and 16.
27Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, Mass., 1967, chap. 2.

